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INTRODUCTION








I’m not a traditional economist (Confession #1)
I labor to fight poverty, empower global poor, increase
worker democracy & ownership
This session is not about numbers, but economic
change for greater equality
Collaborator: Dr. Muhammad Yunus, Nobel Peace
Prize

OVERVIEW








Concentration of wealth is a serious social problem,
one that makes humans fixated on getting more &
more, without regard to social injustice, poverty of the
masses, or other ramifications of the huge
accumulation of economic power in the hands of a few
elites
It leads to deep inequality, divisions between people,
community conflicts, hunger, unhealthy individuals,
dysfunctional families, etc.
My focus will center on income inequality, mostly in
U.S.
What’s the problem?

CONFESSION #2: I DIDN’T VOTE FOR
DONALD TRUMP. HE’S NOT MY
PRESIDENT.

APOLOGIES TO ALL AROUND THE
WORLD WHO ARE SHOCKED &
WORRIED ABOUT THIS CRAZY MAN!

TRUMP SEEKS TO GROW INEQUALITY & BENEFIT BIG
BUSINESS & WEALTHY PEOPLE

TRUMPISM AS ACCELERATOR OF INEQUALITY













Recent U.S. illustrations of intentional inequality strategy is
manifest in these Trump administration actions:
Gutting social services
Reducing environmental regulations
Cutting taxes for rich corporations & wealthiest families
Trying to keep immigrants & refugees out
Turning back banking rules
Attempting to repeal Obamacare that provides health services
to the poor
Drastically raising military spending
Scandalously generating millions of more poor families with no
household savings & a negative net worth. All this will further
drain resources for the public good & enhance the power of the
hyperwealthy. The cumulative effect? Greater inequality!

TWO NOBEL PRIZE-WINNING ECONOMISTS
Joseph Stiglitz: “Inequality has been a choice. Beginning
in the 1970s, a wave of deliberate ideological,
institutional, & legal changes began to reconfigure the
marketplace. At the vanguard was deregulation, which,
according to adherents. would loosen the constraints on
the economy & free it to thrive. Things didn't work out
that way.”

Paul Krugman: Rich Americans are “less likely to exhibit
empathy, less likely to respect norms & even laws, more
likely to cheat, than those occupying lower rungs on the
economic ladder”— they are, in short, “spoiled
egomaniacs.”

U.S. INEQUALITY








Since 1970s, America has seen growing & ugly amassing of
wealth in the hands of a few rich families & gigantic
corporations (the Walton’s have $145 billion net worth, amount
more than bottom 130 million Americans)
Top 1 percent now hold some 40% of wealth
Bottom 80 percent have merely 7% of all economic power
Result? A fractured society between haves & have-nots,
between whites & minorities, between those with a good
education & those less so, between people with decent-paying
jobs & those who are unemployed/underemployed
Both President Barack Obama & Pope Francis have decried the
extent of income disparity

T. PIKETTY: “CAPITAL IN THE 21ST CENTURY”
Professor University of Paris & LSE, London
His book does a 250 year analysis of capitalism &
wealth.
Conclusion:
“Capitalism automatically generates arbitrary &
unsustainable inequalities that radically undermine the
meritocratic values on which democratic societies are
based."

PIKETTY ON U.S. ECONOMY

DIMENSIONS OF U.S. INEQUALITY




1929 Great Depression & recent 2008 Great
Recession occurred in eras of unprecedented
inequality when the one percent elites owned more
than 25% of the wealth
Ideology of conservative economists core beliefs:
deregulation; privatization; cut taxes on the rich; roll
back environmental protections; eliminate unions; &
impose austerity on the public Results: Less funding
for public education, anti-trade union policies,
McDonaldization of jobs, declining infrastructure,
threats to Medicare & Social Security, along with a
stalled economy

STANFORD STUDY








Inequality diminishes the “American Dream,” i.e., the long held
notion that children will enjoy a higher standard of living than
their parents. While this dream was the case historically,
shifting patterns show it is no longer true
The study explores whether the U.S. adheres to this ideal today.
Researchers estimated the rate of absolute income mobility,
defined as the fraction of children who earn more than their
parents, since 1940
Results: Declines in mobility are dramatic, driven by the more
unequal distribution of economic growth. Upward mobility for
those born in the 1940s plunged to a shocking 90%, while
those born in the 1980s have seen mobility fall to 50%
Data: This holds true in all U.S. states. Most of the decline in
absolute mobility is driven by the more unequal distribution of
economic growth - R. Chetty, et al. (Stanford Center on Poverty & Inequality)

GROWING GAPS BETWEEN THE
HAVES & HAVE-NOTS

BERNIE SANDERS, VERMONT SENATOR






“Today, we live in the richest country in the history of
the world, but that reality means little because much
of that wealth is controlled by a tiny handful of
individuals.
“The issue of wealth & income inequality is the great
moral issue of our time, it is the great economic issue
of our time & it is the great political issue of our time.
“America now has more wealth & income
inequality than any major developed country on earth,
& the gap between the very rich & everyone else is
wider than at any time since the 1920s.

INEQUALITY CRITIQUES:








R. Reich: From virtuous economy to vicious one
Reuters: Bulk of global wealth among elites has gone
from 388 wealthy owning half of world’s wealth in
2010 to just 6 rich people 2017 (Oxfam)
Science of Flow: Extreme Inequality Causes Economic
Collapse
Woodworth: U.S. becoming a 3rd World nation (1985)
Too much concentration, too little circulation,
imbalance of wealth & power, result is more
extraction, concentration, unaccountability & abuse

EMMANUEL SAEZ, U.C. BERKELEY




U.S. income disparities have become so pronounced
that the top 10% now average more than nine times
as much income as the bottom 90 percent. Americans
in the top 1 percent tower stunningly higher. They
average over 40 times more income than the bottom
90%.
But that gap pales in comparison to the divide
between the nation’s top 0.1 percent & everyone else.
Americans at this lofty level are taking in over 198
times the income of the bottom 90 percent.

SO WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT INEQUALITY?









Having highlighted inequality as a cancerous social
problem, we see it has metastasized throughout
society.
Next:
I suggest four strategies than point to what should be
done to reduce inequality, concentrated wealth &
greed.
They have to do with financial policies, politics & social
justice
They’re solutions I’ve worked on as a consultant
through the years & seen significant restructuring of
wealth from the few to the many

1) WORKER OWNERSHIP




From private capitalism to business sharing of power
& money is one key approach. A superb tool for doing
this is shifting from typical capitalistic firms to worker
ownership, as I have testified in Congress & helped to
form relevant legislation that is supportive. Two
primary vehicles for this are ESOPs (Employee Stock
Ownership Plans) in which workers gain stock, get
corporate seats on the board of directors, have profit
sharing at year’s end, and gradually become masters
of their own destiny.
Similarly, the process of worker-owned production
through cooperatives yield even more sharing of
wealth,

U.S. WORKER OWNERSHIP: ESOPS
Origins
- 1970s federal legislation
- Purpose to democratize capitalism, save jobs,
increase incomes, reduce layoffs
 Current realities
- 10,600 ESOP firms
- 10 million worker-owners
 Trends for future: Owner’s tax advantages to sell to
employees, firm tax deductions, workplace
participation, productivity


U.S. WORKER OWNERSHIP: PRODUCER CO-OPS







History: While there is a long history or worker co-ops,
the work colleagues & I did with Congress in the
1980s expanded the process. We established the
National Cooperative Bank with $40 million in loan
capital to assist poor American toward independence.
Current: NCB has grown to deliver $184 billion in
financing to foster cooperatives in USA
There were some 41,000 U.S. co-ops in 2016
The co-op movement will continue to expand for more
equality across America – Worker, food, housing,
based on values of self-help, self-responsibility,
democracy & member-equity

THE FUTURE OF WORKER CO-OPS

NYC’s city-funded Worker Cooperative
Business Development Initiative will
accelerate
 Bernie Sanders has launched the nation wide
U.S. Employee Ownership Bank Act
 Wisconsin officials are promoting the Worker
Owned Wealth Act
 Lastly, senators propose to create a national
Office of Employee Ownership & Worker
Empowerment within the White House’s
National Economic Council


2) POLITICAL COMMITMENTS IN U.S. TO ACHIEVE
MORE EQUALITY THROUGH RE-DISTRIBUTION






A second approach is the kind of political order
established in Scandinavian nations such as Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, Finland, etc. Over the years Nordic
nations have sought to build inclusive cultures that
include trade unions, companies with CSR values,
participative workplaces & the redistribution of
resources so that there is much more equality.
Today, surveys show U.S. Millennials prefer socialism
and/or social democracy over traditional capitalism,
shared wealth, etc.
Bernie Sanders won hearts & minds of the next
generation of Americans in 2016 elections

BREAKING UP U.S. WEALTH CONCENTRATION






The outcomes of less wealth concentration include
the fact that Nordic societies are rated year after year
as among the “Happiest” in the world. More equality &
greater sharing of wealth for everyone breeds
increased satisfaction with life for people as a whole,
including decent lifestyles, low poverty rates, good
education, full employment, healthcare for all, etc.
In contrast, concentrated wealth like the rising degree
of inequality in the U.S. afflicts America with social
unrest, class conflicts, fractured politics, & a growing
chasm between elites & the masses, especially
minorities, poor whites & the less educated.
Equality matters. The United States should more

MORE EQUALITY THROUGH BASIC INCOME










Big new innovation: European proposals for
governments to provide a guaranteed monthly living
allowance…still not widely implemented, but heavily
debated in the EU; now being discussed in the U.S.
We should offer a “universal basic income”
Finland began a small-scale, 2-year trial in 2017
Switzerland voted the plan down
Utrecht, the Netherlands, is doing a trial “no-strings
attached” welfare payment program
Future?

3) CONTROLLING CEO COMPENSATION

A problem exacerbating inequality in corporate
America is the pay gap between top
management & average workers
 Is capping CEO pay a solution?
 I like to think so, but it’s complicated


LEGISLATING A CAP ON CEO PAY






We need to tear down the pyramids
We need gov’t intervention. If that cannot be done
through Congress, Americans should increase public
pressure & customer demands that big firms establish a
ratio of compensation that addresses high pay scales.
In the 1980s, the gap between a firm’s top executive pay
compared with the lowest wages of the same firm had a
ratio of approximately 20:1. That is, the managerial elite
received around twenty times the amount of salary &
benefits that the lowest paid workers received. At the
time, as a management scholar, I was troubled by this
fact, & the fact that business school professors were not
aware or very concerned about this matter.

GAP: CEO PAY TODAY IS 347 TIMES WORKERS

ETHICS OF CEO PAY…

Socrates taught that systems with greater than
five times of a difference (5:1) between those at
the top versus those at the bottom were fostering
an unethical society.
 Management scholar, Peter Drucker, argued that a
company having more than 20 times the gap
between the CEO & low ranking employees was
not building teamwork & morale, thereby not
able to use its resources effectively.


CEO PAY CONTINUED…









But in recent years in U.S. the largest corporate ratios
rose to 400 times. A 2016 study of 168 big firms, the
inflation-adjusted CEO compensation shows it had
mushroomed since 1970 from 20 to 70 times, an increase
of nearly 1,000%. Yet workers in the U.S. have seen a
mere 11% rise in total compensation.
Cases:
Health firm CVS CEO was paid $12 million, 432 times
what the median employee was paid, a mere $28,000
CBS’ head was paid $23.6 million, in contrast to
employee median wages of $60,000, a ratio of 395:1
Jeff Immelt of GE received $33 million in 2016

MORE ON RECENT CEO PAY…











Pepsico’s head received $29.8 million, a ratio of 259:1
Wells Fargo’s CEO was paid $19 million while employees
averaged only $71,000 (367:1). He was forced to retire because of
corruption & fake customer accounts, but got a package totaling
$134 million!
These exorbitant amounts often do not include shares of company
stock which are often valued more than cash & bonus pay
combined
In 2012, the highest paid CEO was Larry Ellison of Oracle with
$96.2 million. Previously M. Eisner of Disney got $1 billion!
That year the top 200 U.S. executives earned a total of $3 billion
in compensation. The median cash compensation was $5.3
million, the median stock & options were $9 million
These practices in America foster a culture of inequality & need
to change!

4. MICROFINANCE AGAINST INEQUALITY

MFIs can lessen inequality in industrialized &
Third Worlds
Empowering the poor helps them move toward
equality in jobs, education, families, etc.
In the U.S. microfinance has become a tool to
counter poverty
In developing economies among the ‘poorest of
the poor,’ especially women, inequality is
particularly damaging
At the base of the pyramid, the unequal poor
have little private capital or opportunities

FINANCING FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS

MicroFinance Institutions (MFIs) are a growing
solution for reducing inequality
 They use financial & social capital to ensure
repayment & mitigate default risks (i.e. using
solidarity groups based on cohesion, trust, &
connectedness)
 They assist “necessity entrepreneurs” in
climbing up society’s ladder
 The objective is helping them become more
equal & economically self-reliant


MICROFINANCE CONTINUED….








The 2008 U.S. global recession made things much
worse for poor families
But MFIs have accelerated microfinance at home
American MFIs have grown from a hundred to some
850 today: Grameen America ($490 M total
loaned),Calif. Opportunity Fund ($180 M), Lift Fund
Texas ($23 M), ACCION USA ($530 M), Empire State
CDC in NYC ($8 M annually), etc.
MFI aid to poor families, especially women &
immigrants, helps them move toward less inequality &
injustice.

W. WOODWORTH & MICROFINANCE




Inspired by Dr. Yunus, I taught the first microfinance
course at a U.S. university in 1989 in the Marriott
School of BYU. Since then, we’ve organized 12 annual
conferences on microcredit, trained 3,000-plus
college students to serve a summer or more globally
in the NGOs we co-founded.
Thus, we are hopeful that we are gradually turning
some student mindsets in U.S. higher education from
inequality & wealth concentrated in the hands of a
few, to the masses, to empower the world’s poor.

POTENTIAL CHANGES FOR LESS INEQUALITY







To cite Lenin, “What is to be done?”
Economists & societal institutions need to become
activists, not simply analysts
They need to search for social innovations that will
build greater equality in society
Capital markets can facilitate this by inventing new
types of financial investments that increase
opportunities for workers & marginalized families to
climb the economic ladder

WRAP UP








While these four mechanisms for combatting
inequality & concentrated wealth in the hands of a
society’s elites are not comprehensive, they show that
we can restructure our world. They offer hope for
greater equality & less social & economic injustice.
We can make a new kind of conscious capitalism that
lifts all boats. We have the promise that a more equal
life can be available for more people globally.
Economic resources can become more available &
better for the masses, not just the few.
True wealth can & should be shared with all people as
a human right, not a narrow, greedy benefit for
society’s elites.

THANK YOU!
O & A?
Contact: warnerwoodworth@byu.edu
Or: warnerwoodworth@gmail.com

